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Rochester Magnetel™ - now also a solution for 1'' NPT

Did you know?

KC ProSupply is a certified
distributor of Rochester Gauges
International. We look forward to
satisfying all your Rochester
Gauges needs - worldwide.

You know that old Rotogage on your LPG tank? The one that requires manual control,
gives only manual readings, and releases precious gas that was supposed to be sold to
your customers?
Allow us to present a smarter, more modern solution. Up until now your only gauge
options suitable for a 1'' NPT connection have been a Rotogage or, with an adapter, a
Rochester Senior gauge. Those days are now over with the new Rochester Magnetel™
for 1'' NPT. This new gauge solution allows you to reap all the benefits of the Magnetel™
line on tanks that were not originally built for it.
This completely emission-free gauge represents a higher level of durability and precision,
protecting your employees, your product, and the environment. It is easy and quick to
read, and it requires no handling at all, which saves you time and effort and allows you to
serve more customers in less time. On top of that, it is remote-ready, allowing you to
constantly monitor the levels in your tank on a Rochester CSUM 3.0 receiver with the
addition of a Hall-Effect transmitter. A wireless radio or GSM transmitter can also work
with the Magnetel®.
The Rochester Magnetel™ 1'' NPT can be fitted with a light module that provides easy
and clear readings in dark conditions. The light module comes in two varieties Fluorescent and White LED - and requires a power supply voltage of 9 to 32 V (100 mA).
It does not interfere with the installation of telemetry.
The Magnetel™ 1'' NPT is eligible for both mobile and stationary application on tanks up
to 3.6m diameter. Please be aware that the Magnetel™ 1'' NPT requires assembly from
inside and outside the tank, which means that 2 technicians must work together to install
it.
Would you like to know more? Contact your nearest KC Prosupply Office today to inquire
about the Rochester Magnetel™ 1'' NPT. We are ready to answer all your questions.
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